II. Case Studies: The Disease Spreads

MySpace: Murdoch’s
Nuremberg Rally
by Delante Bess
A person who participates in the faceless tomb called
MySpace, whether he admits it or not, has a soul that is being
molested. This report intends to give the young reader a
chance to know who the enemies of humanity really are, and
in particular, to know why they choose a rotten scrapheap,
like the satanic Murdoch, to target the young generation
through his purchase of MySpace and other youth-oriented
websites. Who is Rupert Murdoch, anyway? From where
does this disease come?
If the young reader wants his dead soul to be unburied
from the MySpace grave, if he wishes to cure its ailment and
to reclaim its life, he must pay close attention to this article
and receive a purified dose of reality.
Let us look at a case study on this virus.

From Daddy’s Little Test Tube
Let’s take a step back to when young Rupert (born in Australia in 1931) was sitting on his father’s lap, getting groomed.
What was it that little Rupert was too naive to recognize about
the man he so passionately admired?
Rupert’s father, Sir Keith Murdoch, was a stammering
imbecile.
Frustrated because of his stammer, Sir Keith conjured up
some money, and sent himself off to London, where he took
some courses at the London School of Economics. Yet, he
was miserable there, for still, he could not find a cure for his
stammer. He grudgingly wrote to his parents, “The survival
of the fittest principle is good, because the fittest become very
fit indeed,” a message little Rupert surely never forgot.
In both Rupert’s and his father’s case, being brainwashed
with the most evil oligarchical ideas makes the perfect dupe,
one suited for carrying out the oligarchy’s interest. This may
remind the young reader of how the “top” universities in the
United States and Western Europe operate today.
In the early 1900s, Sir Keith Murdoch made enough
noise for the British elites to recognize that he wanted to be
their lickspittle. So, they gave him menial journalism jobs;
they were impressed with his shorthand skills. In the 1920s,
. See “Is Joseph Goebbels on Your Campus: John Train and the Bankers’
Secret Government,” LaRouche PAC pamphlet, October 2006.
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he made his way up the British ladder until he was free to be
tossed around in the British Establishment.
In this period, Keith Murdoch developed an almost filial
relationship to British Round Table’s Lord Northcliffe, and
Keith tried to model himself after him, especially his ruthless
use of power. Doing this, he received “brownie points” from
top layers of “the Families.”

The Families
In Australia, Sir Keith Murdoch got on big with “the
Families,” especially the old British elitist Baillieu family.
W.L. Baillieu installed him as an editor of the family’s
Melbourne Herald newspaper, the paper that Rupert would
later take over. Since Sir Keith was fresh from training in the
sensationalist “sex and crime” style of Lord Northcliffe, he
became chairman at the Herald and Weekly Times Holding
Company, which owned Australia’s largest press empire.
This, in fact, created the beginnings of the Murdoch family
empire.
Keith Murdoch made sure to stay in line and to stay loyal
to his successors, and became a key propagandist for the oligarchical schemes of “the Families.”
Lord Northcliffe would send his critical commentaries
on the Herald to Murdoch, reminding him to model it on
Northcliffe’s Daily Mail and Evening News. The policy was
to include many more pictures and “human interest” stories,
in order to thoroughly eradicate any moral political principles from the paper. The policies were so overtly fascist, that
the Nazis’ Berlin-based shortwave radio picked up broadcast
items from his newspaper. Gen. Douglas McArthur called
Keith Murdoch an “Australian Quisling.”
In Australia, through the “Family” connections, the Murdoch family helped sponsor fascism in the 1930s, as they still
do today, through the local branches of Britain’s Mont Pelerin Society, which owns the leaders of both the Liberal and
Labour parties.
With this, the reader must imagine Murdoch the younger,
looking at his father, like a puppy wagging its tail at his feet,
waiting to be fed, and saying, “I want to be just like you,
Dad!”
That he did.
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lines that express this: “Europe and America
Are Emerging, Are We To Become a Hanger on
the European System; a Satellite of America?”
and, “The British Empire Made One and Everlasting Prosperous by the Unbreakable Link of
Free Trade Between All Its Parts.”
Rupert’s father was continuously pushing
fascism in Australia, maintaining the oligarchical line. He now had the power to treat Australia’s new prime minister as his own puppy
dog.
Lord Beaverbrook was appointed Minister
of Information in 1918, from which post he
presided over an intelligence bureau, headed by
John Buchan and the Wellington House propaganda operation, which C.F.G. Masterman had
launched in 1914. The propagandists he presided over included a plethora of fascist kooks, but
the most prominent were Beaverbrook’s closest friends: the Round Table’s H.G. Wells and
Rudyard Kipling; the Secretary of War, Leslie
In Australia, through the “Family” connections, the Murdoch family helped sponsor
fascism in the 1930s, as they still do today, through the local arm of Britain’s Mont
Hoare-Belisha, is documented saying that they
Pelerin Society, which owns the leaders of both the Liberal and Labour parties.
wanted Beaverbrook to return as Minister of
Information, to “outmatch Goebbels,”(!) Hitler’s propaganda minister.
Just Another Piece of British Excrement
For many years, Winston Churchill wrote a column for
Rupert Murdoch was sent to Oxford, where he graduated.
Beaverbrook’s Daily Express, but because the two disagreed
There he had the unfortunate experience of being taught by
Robin Farquharson, the Voltaire Society secretary. Farquharwith each other on how to deal with Britain’s fascist creation
Adolf Hitler, they parted ways, but only temporarily.
son further destroyed Murdoch with an introduction to insane
Beaverbrook met personally with Hitler several times
“game theory” and mathematical modeling. Although there
during the outbreak of World War II. Nazi leader Rudolf Hess
is not one intellectual bone in Rupert’s body, he often quoted
is reported to have said to Beaverbrook in a meeting: “Hitler
science-fiction writer Arthur C. Clarke, who said, “In the
likes you a great deal.” Beaverbrook loved Hitler so much
struggle for freedom of information, technology, not politics
that he assigned his transvestite-loving lackey, Sefton Delwill be the ultimate decider.”
When Rupert’s schoolterm ended, he did not return dimer, to be in charge of the London Daily Express, which
rectly to Australia, but decided to do a stint at the London
Murdoch, as an apprentice, referred to later as, “Beaverbrook’s brothel.” Delmer had become the confidant of Hitler,
Daily Express, learning what the British Round Table’s Lord
traveling with him on the hustings during the 1933 elections.
Beaverbrook (Max Aitken, 1879-1964) called, “the black art
Delmer happened to be one of the first journalists to arrive at
of journalism.” Lord Beaverbrook said to Murdoch, “If you
the burning of the Reichstag building on Feb. 27, 1933; of
work for me, you will never become a millionaire, but you
course, leaving with exclusive interviews with Hitler, Göring,
will live like one.”
et al. This established the cover for the actual Nazi arsonist, a
That he did, and more.
premeditated step toward the imposition of President Hindenburg’s emergency laws, one day later, which granted HitBeaverbrook’s ‘Brothel’
ler the beginnings of his fascist dictatorship.
Typical of a prostitute like Rupert Murdoch to call it what
it is.
To give the reader a closer look at the disease, it must be
fascist plots from the files of the U.S. State Department, U.S. Army Intelliknown that before Rupert came out of the test tube, his future
gence and Navy Intelligence, and the Coordinator of Information (COI). The
employer, Lord Beaverbrook, was already engaged in a fasCOI study’s segment on “Policy in regard to Great Britain,” elaborated the
following Synarchist plan: “To bring about the fall of the Churchill Governcist move to destroy the United States, and any of its allies in
ment
by creating the belief in the country that a more energetic government is

Europe. Beaverbrook’s Daily Express had two notable head. U.S. government archives from the FDR era, which were made available
to EIR researchers, feature extensive intelligence reports on the international
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needed to prosecute the war; it is recognized that an effective means of creating suspicion of the Government’s efficiency would be to induce the resignation of Lord Beaverbrook; to bring about the formation of a new Government
including Sir Samuel Hoare, Lord Beaverbrook and Mr. Hoare-Belisha.”
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Delmer, in turn, wrote an article in 1939, which countered
the majority of the world media coverage, and blamed the terrorist attack on a communist. This was a crucial step in the
engineering of Hitler’s dictatorship. With Hitler’s reign,
World War II was inevitable.
Sound familiar?
Although Franklin D. Roosevelt and Winston Churchill
hated each other, the British had to kiss the feet of FDR, because the British-created tool, Hitler, got out of control, and
went on a rampage for his own world dictatorship. The British Hitler supporters, reluctantly, joined forces with Roosevelt, in order to stop Hitler from destroying their precious
“Brutish Empire.”
After the war ended, Rupert Murdoch had been sufficiently sodomized to enter into Beaverbrook’s “brothel,” in
the 1950s. He more than likely was recommended by his father’s oligarchical circles.
We are now getting to the microcosm of the disease.

The Tasmanian Devil
All forms of government ultimately are not going to
succeed in trying to control or censor the Internet.
—Rupert Murdoch
In 1953, Murdoch and Beaverbrook acted in the tradition
of Murdoch’s Australian ancestry: They bonded like the baby
koala riding on the back of its mother. Mother Beaverbrook
trained the child to become the most wildly bestial species
ever to exist, and trained him to act on the lowest degrading
instincts, never on principle.
Because of Britain’s degenerate culture in the 1960s,
Murdoch easily penetrated its society with Beaverbrookstyle immoral journalistic tactics. Just take a look at the news
coverage on page 3 of any of London’s Sun newspapers. This
alone can give the reader insight into Murdoch’s psychosis.
With the assassinations of John F. Kennedy, Robert Kennedy, and Martin Luther King, coupled with the destruction
of Franklin Roosevelt’s Bretton Woods System in 1971, under George Shultz’s Nixon Administration, this Murdoch disease was able to creep in through the cracks of an unprotected
American system.
The Synarchist fascist Felix Rohatyn virtually brought
Rupert into New York City, after confirming a negotiation to
. See Elliott Roosevelt, As He Saw It (New York: Duall, Sloan, and Pierce,
1946).
. Felix Rohatyn, present controller of Nancy Pelosi and all things evil in the
Democratic Party, was originally groomed by Synarchist financier André
Meyer of Lazard Frères. Meyer was reported by U.S. intelligence documents
to be a supporter of the 1938 Munich pact. See Jeffrey Steinberg, “We Can
Beat Rohatyn and the Synarchists,” EIR, June 27, 2006. His commitment,
ever since, to privatization of everything, including the military, was exemplified by his directing role, along with George P. Shultz of the University of
Chicago, in the Augusto Pinochet coup against the Salvador Allende government in Chile, in 1973.
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buy up New York magazine. Rupert and Rohatyn’s lawyer
Stanley Shuman were nominated as board members of New
York magazine, within days.
Rupert then took over the New York Post, by arrangements of Wall Street “bankers” Allen & Co., the Dope, Inc.implicated private investment group that put mob boss Meyer Lansky into his Caribbean casino headquarters. To help
destroy this paper, Murdoch resuscitated Max Newton, and
made him the chief economics columnist for the Post.
Like his controller Lord Beaverbrook, Murdoch praised
Soviet Communism; it is reported he had a bust of Lenin in
his college dorm. But recently, the warmongering Fabian
beastman, Tony Blair, had shifted Murdoch’s policy to “farright” fascism. Now, to no one’s surprise, Murdoch is waving
his dirty money under Hillary Clinton’s nose.
To the naive mind, Sir Rupert’s kangaroo-like hopping
back and forth from “left wing” to “right wing,” may be daz-
zling or confusing. But this is no mere political opportunism,
no more than Bertrand Russell’s acting as “a pacifist,” while
remaining the leading figure pushing the nuclear terror
scheme of “mutual and assured destruction” (MAD). These
are actions of any immoral Philosophical Liberal. Philo-
sophical Liberalism is premised on a systemic rejection of
any true moral principle.
Becoming a U.S. citizen in 1985 gave Murdoch the ability to get around rules against foreign ownership of American
TV stations. Hence, while the gutless U.S. Congress deliberately blindfolded themselves, and Mark Fowler’s Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) changed policies to approve Murdoch’s media acquisitions, he bought up FOX networks. Although the FCC was supposedly dominated by
Democrats—it was chaired by Reed Hunt, a close friend to
the pro-British genocidal lard, Al Gore; they worked with the
Republican Congress to pass the Telecommunications Act of
1996.
With these pro-British deregulatory policies in place, Rupert “By Dingo” Murdoch has been able to impose his degraded perceptions across the venues of 9 satellite networks,
100 cable channels, 175 newspapers, 40 book imprints, 40
television stations, and a movie theater. His outreach to the
world’s population is tremendous, with the potential to reach
280 million people with his U.S. television networks, with an
astounding 300 million people touched through his Asian satellite network, with cable channels that stretch to over 300
million homes, and with degraded magazines brainwashing
28 million people.
His tentacles reach more than half the world’s population
. According to Murdoch’s biographer, William Shawcross: “Max Newton
was the son of a lead burner in a sulfuric acid factory in Perth. He won a scholarship to Perth Modern School, where, showing an early interest in sex, he
gave seminars to other boys about the merits of masturbation. . . . After two
years without alcohol, he got blind drunk in the middle of his finals. Even so,
he was awarded one of the two firsts given in economics that year, and was
made an honorary fellow of Clare College.” A model British subject!
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density! This has obviously been a major contributing factor in lowering the cognitive level of
the human species. Murdoch’s media outlets
have helped to steer the war drive for the world’s
“English-speaking Empire,” and they have defamed or blacked out any American patriot who
has fought against fascist policies. Now, he
wants to reach the underdeveloped nations (that
have little or no electricity) with insane little
green laptops that have hand cranks for battery
support! As true liberals all agree, starving children have the right to be illegally monitored and
brainwashed, too!
Need I say more?
Sure. Let’s look farther, to Murdoch’s latest, and proudest infection: his disease that is
infecting our generation.

Lord Beaverbrook (Max Aitken) and the British Supply Council in the U.S.A.,
1942. Lord Beaverbrook is seated front row center.

MySpace: ‘A Graveyard for Friends’
I’m a catalyst for change. . . . You can’t be an outsider
and be successful over 30 years without leaving a certain amount of scar tissue around the place.
—Rupert Murdoch
Do you want this perverse freak controlling YourSpace?
Why would you spend your time playing with yourself in the
view of this freak? How can any moral individual intending
to do the good, be stuck on MySpace masturbating with others? Are you so sexually impotent that you no longer masturbate in private, but get others to join with you?
Murdoch’s move to buy up IGN and Intermix Media,
Inc. should come as no surprise; both cater to the youth generation. This is not uncharacteristic of his pedigree, nor is it a
coincidence that this particular media portal is of interest to
him. After Murdoch purchased Intermix, all Intermix websites became part of News Corp.’s FOX Interactive Media.
Murdoch now, through these sites, possesses detailed logs of
. “Were the proper development of the human culture of Australia not prevented, it could sustain a very much greater, and wealthier population than
under the attempts of some, as perhaps Rupert ‘By Dingo’ Murdoch, to suppress its cultural development back to marsupial, or even much poorer,
‘MySpace,’ preconditions, again, today.” Lyndon LaRouche, “From Milken
& Enron to Perugia: ‘Extreme Events’!” EIR, Nov. 23, 2007, and reprinted in
this pamphlet.
. As IGN’s website claims for itself, “IGN is the ultimate ‘Manhunt 2’ resource for trailers, screenshots, cheats, walkthroughs, release dates, previews,
reviews, soundtracks and news.” “Manhunt 2” was the inspiration for the two
deranged killers in Detroit who stabbed a man to death, in early November
2007, then sawed off his head and burned his body, all in the style of “the
game.”
. IGN is a subscription-based gamer site, which tapped one of News Corp.’s
favorite demographics: young males. Likewise, Intermix, whose crown jewel
was the graveyard MySpace, has become the premier place where all dead
young souls reside. Murdoch lusts over it, saying: “You can see this was
life. . . . This was real.”
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the behavior and personal information of millions of youth,
particularly 42 million MySpace abusers! With News Corp.’s
control over “news” and “cultural output,” it becomes more
feasible to create the desired effect of a gladiator’s ring in the
Roman Colosseum.
Looking for pleasure?  Anything is allowed in Murdoch’s
online pantheon!  Let’s look at just some of what Murdoch’s
MySpace offers:
• Pedophilia: Although 29,000 sexual predators have
been cast off MySpace, it was with no help from Murdoch.
According to Wired magazine’s coverage of a computer
crime unit, “MySpace busts are rare in this unit. About half
the work done by the eight detectives here is aimed at online
predators, but the networking site poses challenges that open
chat rooms—a dying social scene among today’s youth—
never did. ‘It’s a dangerous place for kids,’ said Frank Giardina,” a private detective.  ‘It’s also difficult for law enforcement.’ ”
• Anorexia: One MySpace group, with as many as 1,000
women afflicted with anorexia, has a video displaying the latest “results,” saying it wants “no people trying to recover—it
ruins our motivation.” Murdoch, therefore, said MySpace
won’t censor the videos, but will accompany them with “messages of support” for getting help.
• SuicideGirls: This cult of dead-looking women can
also be found offering drinks at gaming conventions to the
Army’s next recruits, or at “Halofest,” the annual satanic party widely advertised on MySpace.
• Dehumanizing Murder Movies: One movie promoted recently, and heavily, on Murdoch’s MySpace was “Saw
3,” the favorite existential torture movie of MySpace user
Pekka-Eric Auvinen, who recently killed eight people, including himself, in Jokela High School in Finland.
. See, “The Cult of the New Suicide Bomber,” by Nick Walsh, in this report.
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• Murder Rings: As MyDeathSpace recorded as of November 2006, there have been 600 murder victims with
MySpace profiles, and 35 murderers. More significantly
though, MySpace, like Facebook, creates an unprecedented
place for studying, and steering, how youth react to murders
and violence; it’s a type of anthropological zoo. Charles Figley of Florida State University’s Traumatology Institute said,
“On social network sites . . . victims’ buddies can howl at
killers’ cousins, and the cousins can scream back. All the old
social relationship models and theories don’t apply anymore. . . . We’re rewriting textbooks here.”
• Suicides: Megan Meier, a 13-year-old girl from
Dardenne Prairie, Mo., committed suicide on Oct. 16, 2006
because she was being teased and rejected by fake personalities on Murdoch’s death chamber, MySpace. The tragic incident itself wasn’t known by the Internet mobs, until the Sub-
urban Journal released a report by Steve Pokin, on Nov. 12,
2007.
To summarize the report by Pokin: Megan Meier, who
had social problems, was given access to MySpace by her
parents, and became friends with someone she believed to
be a 16-year-old boy named Josh. Josh, who pretended to
like her, was a fake personality created by the parents of a
former friend of Megan’s. Megan sought refuge with “Josh,”
on MySpace. A dialogue occurred among Josh, Megan, and
other MySpace personalities. During the dialogue, Megan
called her mother, and told her, “ ‘They are posting bulletins
about me.’. . . ‘Megan Meier is a slut. Megan Meier is fat.’ ”
These multiple attacks on Megan’s self-esteem, caused her
to commit suicide later that evening.
An incident like this could not have occurred without
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Murdoch’s MySpace, which is intended
to destroy real human communication
of ideas.
As Rupert himself puts it, young
people “don’t want to rely on a Godlike figure from above to tell them
what’s important. And to carry the religion analogy a bit further, they certainly
don’t want news presented as gospel.
Instead, they want their news on demand, when it works for them. They
want control over their media, instead
of being controlled by it. They want to
question, to probe, to offer a different
angle.”
This sophistry is the old AngloDutch Liberal policy—to control the
minds and steer the culture for those
who would lead the future of mankind, while making it appear as if the
people control themselves. “I’m
free!” says the MySpace user, as he or
she searches for perverted pleasure.
Historically, the most efficient way to destroy a human
culture, is to induce it to doom itself, precisely the force of
tragedy of our parents’ generation.

Go ‘Cold Turkey’ on British Ideas
Now that we have looked at the Murdoch virus, there are
two ways to help cure this seemingly, “British common
cold.”
First, recognize the fact that the world monetary-financial
system is dead! (the same evil monetary system that gave you
Murdoch and HisSpace). The only possible alternative to the
dead system is to return to the Franklin Roosevelt-style
American System principles, which is in line with what Lyndon LaRouche is proposing.
Second, recognize that as today’s generation of young
adults, the future of mankind rests on how you think and act
in society. By allowing the enemy to deter your mind from
discovering new and profound principles, as ideas, they have
not only arrested your development, but they have engineered
you to become the new unconscious international terrorist of
our day.10
I hear the cynical, enraged youth now, after reading this
report, say: “I don’t care what you say! This is my life, this is
my freedom, this is my leisure time! I will never let Murdoch
control me!”
These are similar to the words uttered by the new young
suicide killers. Will you allow your ignorance and infantile
ego to be the cause of the force of our tragedy?

10. Ibid.
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